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This paper is an attempt' to have an overview of poverty in one

of the mo affluent nations idthe whole world, America; ardWhat this,..

means tb its Black pop

.
on with special emphasis On the Black youth.

The purpose.of this paper is:

1. to give a definition and soine dimes ions

United States of America ;

vert' in the,

2. to find out the scopi6and consequences of poverty it An -

affluent society,,tmetica, to its Black youths . t

S

3. to review the, a],ready existing stratdgies to combat poverty

4. to examine a number of the major characteristics of poverty

as different from poverty in less affluent societies

5. to suggest other ways and
.

means of alleviating and finally' .

solving the poverty problems, especially in the Black

.

_community.
)

t
-

There are many facets of poverty which need td be explored:and examited,

. !

but the author has elected tb discuss `the atove pttposes, since the sub-
, t- -

/

.:ject is suclra broad one. /,

What is Poverty _ ..',

)

* .

-.. ,
i

The author warms readei(s.on this top5c to be ery careful not
,'

i

v
,

to confuse the meaning of poverty with the methods governmental agencies

. and othex institutions measure it. -Of course they alb, have close affinity

but aie separable issues. From time immemorial, pove ty has meant differ-
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things to different people. There are certain aspects of poverty that can
A 4

e A

be'very'easily measured whereas 'there .are others that are Isaasurable.
-..

. .. 1

- '-'

The, most salient aspect'of the definitions of povery ty ghould,be the most

crucial for the Author's, purposes which are most closely related tp the

reasons why people are concerned with it ,;After having ascertained what
, 4

0

A these definitions Are, then we should attep,pt to determine whether and how,

well poverty in these erms.'can be- measurable.

Many a man has definedtpoverty as some sort of insufficiency.df

,

,means relative to needs or better 'still as,aisituation of moneylessnees.
.4

%
Dale Tussing in .his book' entitled, Poverty In A'Dual Economy; defined;

poverty to mean:

an aspect of'social pathology tit includes
ri , not.only moneylesspess,.but dependency, help-

-lessness lack of political influence, and
the like:1

;ri) this instance poverty is a. conditio1h of powerlessnessi and so this

aspect of it cannot very readily be m asured.

The Morleyless Aspect of Poverty .1

4 ,

Poverty in the sense of m heylessness means not having enough of

the legal tender which is ,the basic/ medium of exchange to satisfy the

fundamentc.1 human needs. This means that one in such a predicament cannot

function economically and socially well. We are all aware of the fact that

no rational being can function well without the purchasing power which is

derived from dhe ownership of money. In every society, primitive or

6
civilized, fundamental human needs are always iA existence. Equally im-

portant is the fact that although standards of living vary from place to
7

place and over some time period, there are still many. commonalities of

minimums sucb, as nutritious food, rest or sleep, and shelter, clothing in
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'1.

both cold and warm areas; mddical care and sanitation, arl"d recreation
A

and entertainment. On the basis of these factors we can jolly well say

that poverty*is a lack of sufficient resources, or money; to.use in pro-

cuting) all these factors.

Standard of living differS from one society to the othet and the

'methods of satisfy-fr.E' various, human needs are usually determined by-the

society. For instance in some cultures each family ilbup may growiits

own food. In some others, food may be bought daily in village or town-

ship markets orin stall corner neighborhood stores. In the more affluent

cultures. such as the United States of ,America, food, some of ,it canned or

frozen, may tie bought in larger quantities in shopping centers or grocery

stores. The food buyers usually use `their cars or pick-up to transport

it to iN final desinations. They own refrigerators,and freezers to/

store the different kinds of food stuffs. In this instance, poverty will
4

certainly,be defined differently in each of these societies. In one cult-
.

uTe, obviously the less affluent one, the lack of refrigerator may indi-

cate indigence and in others it will notbe. As can be sensed by now,

there is no universally applicable standard of poverty either in terms

,1
of dollars or irn terms of goods and services,

Accbrding to 'Fussing, conceptually, the most direct way to de-

tetmine who is poor 'in a society is to draw a list' of the basic goods .and

services needed to function in that society and place a money value 9n

them. PersOns whose.incomes are below that value, that ispeople.whose

means are 'not enough to fulfill their basiC needs, are

/ /-

as being poor. To the author of this paper, that is a, very ude method ..

. t(

of describing th, ones who are impoverished but it can be improve by

exclvdiw all the persons whose incomes are eransitorily low, such as

ways classified
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,

graduate students and those who,are temporarily between j1s, whose life-
1,

.

long incomes are expected to be fairly high, for whom low incomes axe not

a permanent problem to be passed on to the next generation, and whose in-

comes do not in the least constitute:a social problem.

As Tus'sing pointed out, a person who has a, job that pays him

precisely the minimum needed to fu$tion accOdjng to the on-going standards,

but Who-es unable to, be certain, that he will have enough to get by tomorrow

if his income falls Or his needs increase is in highly vulnerable situa-
.

tion. The one may become poor at an moment. / at limits his range of

choices and affects his pattern of behavior. ;Economic vulnerability can

be avoided and economic security ach-reiP, in!four ways thus:

1. by the ownership of,wealth or ,assets,

2. by access to credit, that is the ability to borrow,

3. by all sorts of insurance, and

A. income-maintenance programs.2

.

If a country does not-haVe-any welfare,programs, and the individual does

_./'"
T------_,,,

not have any insurance, the only posSIble way to rovide for such economic

'hazards,as sickness, unemployment, and perhaps, busine sfailures, is bye,

i saving, accumulation of wealth, or by maintaining a good ctedit rating,

which often is dependent upon wealth. It is quite obviOuS that an indi-

vidual can have-no tangible or non-tangible assets, and no credit-, and yet

he fairly invulnerable to economic hazards if he is protected by medical

)
insurance, workman's ompensation'if he works for others and not self-em-

ployed, retirement p nsions, and such other thints. An individual who does

have income security, insurance, and some assets may be less poor than one

4
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who has higher income but. who has'none of the above mentioned protections.;

Poverty in Account of Powerlessness

The human beings who are poor do, not only differ from the non-

poor in'the'amount of money they have at their disposal, but also differ

psychologically as well as econobically. Research and experience have indi-
11,

I t

cated that poor individuals have higher than mean rates of criminality,

suicide, narcotics addiction, physical and mental illness, and alcoholism.

is very likely that the poor may live i unhealthy environments in physl-

cally dangerous structures. Family,."a d metimes social, disunity is

prevalent-to them. All these'problems are usually compoundeltby a patho-

logical feeling of powerlessness. The poor live lives that are ordpred
1 s.

apparently by forces outside their control, is by peoKe in the posi-

t"

'tion of authority. Dr. Haggstrom, writing on the subject of poor people,

had the following to say:

. . . the Poor,are faced with a particularly diffecult

variety of situational dependency, a helplessness to
'affect many important social factors in their lives,

the functioning or purpose of which they do npt under -y"

stand, and whi.Ch are essentially unpredictable to them

In many countries of the world, including the United States of America,

the poor seem to accept that they are failures as they have been labelled,

by the society.

important. The

ent upon others;

Material success is very highly respected and therefore

survival of the poor in American society is often depend=

their apathy in social matters is heightened by their

economic lipinerability.

Oh the basis of the above points the writer feels that what

individuals regard as the problem of poverty is not identical with insuf-

0

c

-waellUrvvo

7

4



ficiency\of.means relative to needs:. The author feels that poverty is

c measured in terms of lack of 'power as well a money. The power that is

referred to here is that sort essential to co trol over one's own destiny.

In reality, there are some individuals who ar poor n terms of money

income, sings, and the ability to meet futu needs who are not poor i1

the pathological sense associated withPaiTe-rres-sness. Perhaps, people'

who cft be classified into this group are not very many, however, since

.moneyleisness is important part of powerlessness.

' To equate poverty with powerlessness has some implications, One

of the impdrtant implications is that many of the effective solutions to

/ ., .

,

the- poverty problem must come from the podr people themselveS. There are
/ '

two movements such as the National Welfare Rights ,Organization and the
. .

Woodlawn Organization whOSe-goals are the betterment of the economic condi"-
/

, lions of the welfare recipients, and a aking it possible for the poor
.

t&Lhave some say in some mattersaffecting that 4.ives. On, the other hand,

some seemingly astitraVerty programs that reinforce dependency and power-

'actual

taking away from the .poor control r their own lives may

increase their sense of psychological dependency, stultify their,

e onal development and perpetuate their ppverty.

In this case the:author of this paper is using, power td mean a
t

sense of freedom, the ability to make choices essentiallI'affecting one's

awn life. The people who.command very high money incomes have many more
",

. 4 A * '

choices than those people who havemeager /
incomes. These people can choose

\
where they will live, what forms of entertainment and recreation they will

0 / .

like to enjoy, how they will like -to dress and most often where they will
,

.

like to work. Becaube of these, moneylessness is a vital aspect of power-

lessness.
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In actuality, the concept of poverty as powerlessness, underlines
;)1 /j54
salitnt aspect of economic vulnerability. The people who are poor ,

hAlit a line of demarcation sepatating them from the rich in terms of their
0, 4 ' +.

4

gi4ater vulnerability to economic catastrophe, a, vulnerability that limits

thtir choices, and hence their freedom, and by their pfesent standard of

living. On the whole, lack of money and economic v erabi ity are sure

forms of powelessness.

`What'Are the Cauaes of Arerican Poverty

It would be a very serious -error to think unilaterally that the

characteristic of the poor such as their race, the sex, of the head of the

family-, their age, their type of resi,d'ence, their level of education are

necessarily the cause of their poverty. In the words of Tussing,'"Rural

families are more likely to be poor than urban families, but this does not

mean that living in the country is necessarily the cause of iOvertr. Blacks
.3'95

tre more likely 'to be poor than' whites,,but this,doestlot mean that blackness

per se is'a cause of poverty."4 Before we can assert that any particular

clia/racteristic or combination of characteristics oilthe poor is a cause of

poverty we must be in a position to explain the process of causation that

lt

makes this so.' We must be ableeto provide
f
a good, theory of poyerty, distin-

quish between what things or phenomena that first make a person family, or a

group poo? and such things oephenomena

every country face all sorts of,hazards

death or disappearance of'a husband; or

went or other busin SS reversei;' floods,

that keep them poor. Human beings in

that can make them poor such aV-the

father, sickness or accident;priemploy-

earthquakes, and other calamities;

wars, eF events that disrupt,normal, pattern's of life. Ii some

countries where thereisn ood weAare System or if there is one; it/has

o
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been disrupted, these doMmon.and universal hazards May create poyerty,that for
,

various reasons becomes chrbnic.

A=country's sys'tem of welfare is largely important in 'determining

7

V

v whetherthere_will be .chrOnic povert: Ine4ny society in which the welfare:

system is well organYzed.and administered, here is no necessav reason for

'chronic poVerty to develop.
... ,

.

.

.... .

.

In an aggregate sense,

.

poverty may be caused,among the minority of a

:. .
,

-,.

..

larger society byemployment-di4crlminatitn. But at the macro level racial dis-

-,
.

criMination the 'direct cauib of poverty. 'As Alfred Dale has pointed' out,

ending' discrimination in this case would not .,:td-or even reduce poverty although
. .. , . -,

'

'it would redistribute: it. Tlits.writere last point here is
/

an eample of the
7, . .- . , . ,

'fallacy Of7composition', 6f reasoniiiii:from the part to the whole, and also of ,.

. , . .

., . .. .
. ,

.assuming that mharcauses individual Poverty causes aggregate pOverty as well.

_

According to the *authors research, it may but often it does not'.
,--

--- ---.4,_:

Two Theories of Povtrty. ----. -------:. . '

, . ' A' : J
,

N
A

The case and generic theories ilaupf;;:n adyanced W Tussing and has'
I , ". .

. .

used thewto:further describo some of the causes of poverty. '.Under the-case,
. ,

tboory, he has attribute&sOme of these charaAeristic S of the poor as

their intelligence, education',,skill, handicapheaith, age, marital

5

the*cailseS,

status,:sex,'

..

religion of. residen , and fa401, size. In some case the features cited as

. ..
.

causes. of poverty, reflect some- land of presumed defect,i1 the poor such as low
, . 1

...

in.. cFn

//
intelligence or an unwilliness-to work. Itmust'be understood here that in--

-,. '
.

-- telligences used here neans just the skill to accumulate wealth and has little
t

4..th the intelligence for formal educational performance: In,'

.

: .,
,

v t

rjr, therefore,, Tovprty rcsuttv a combination.of individual charac'ter-
0

--- %* -,/ :
t

. .

istici and ocial policy.

or no relationship,

this the

,

*.

ok.

4
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*The second theory, of poverty known As generic w eh maintain `hat .

Poverty results from a general economywide prObiems rather an froth individual

, a

characteristiCs. The most glaring examples of theappl#abil-ty of generic

theories are in poor, underddveloped countries where poverty can hardly be said

,

to derive from defects. In 4310-01)&1 coup s 3-ileAll=ica And

some countries of Europe, the main generic prob em is inade-quateTemployment

opportunities. Because there are not enough jobs, some people are unable to

.
locate any jobs at'211, while many others are just able to find part-time or-

intermittent-jobs or sometimes regular full-time work at very low wages.- As

can be realized from the above factors, -for reasons which are not related to

personal features or characteristics there are usually so many non-poverty-
ti

,

1Rvel jobs in the, country and those whocannot obtain them may be poor. This

statement will be true only as. long as the economic system and soci.al policy
('

do not work to spread the consequences of ,generic syStems more or less evenly
n

o',

over- the entire population of the parti6OUlar 'country.. From what has been

already said, one can now see that poverty arises not only out of generic_

econwic problems such as '.inadequate employment Opportunities, bUt out of the'

characteristics of the economic sy stem and social folicy.
.

Other ndependent Causes of Poverty
. r /4

There v.)'e three other important causes of poverty in 'America uch
..

as:4'1. Personal 2. Lack of-Education and Traihing aid .

,Economic S} ,stem. Many people are permanently handicapped by lo intelligence,

N /

'chronic physical ailments, crippling Aformities or mental.illness.' Since

\

these groups of,puple are leSs productive or abgblute y unproductive; the' r.
. .

, incomes which they earn a re usually 'less,-as a result theylare chroilically.

.
. )

poor. Of course c., large proportion of people in this category have been mac p.
..$ .

. ., 3

..

hat they are by p4.1.rerty. One should understand that health and nutrition a e
s,

N

.1 ftg., 12
.
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crucial in inflaenciAg human intelligenct. -In many instances, therefore,

personal inadequacies are not the ultimate causes of poverty.

According to Ferman, when people become poel.,hecause of chronic

physical ailments, their poverty is caused by implicit Social decision.

:Mere should be no tangible reason why, unless the society itself is poor,

why handicaped people should live on what they are able to earn or on what

Poverty-level transfers. If such people are poor, it_is as a result of

tiheir handicap and society's'reaction to it Inadequacies in'the welfare

. :system.:70-be considered as one of tie causA§. of permanent poverty of, their

children.

Lack of Education and Training
,

When, one looks at the statistics of the-working poor) .one finds a

very high concentration of persons who have neither adequate education no
,

1' marketable-skills. The author's research indicated' that there is a close

Mink between edu tion.and high earnings, but some ofithe linkage presumably

causal in nature, It is %eitfore proper to attribut some poverty to a

.
lac of education and.other training. As Tussi pointed out,it is too

$4.- .
,,

difficult to ascertain hew , muCh difference years'of education make-in deter-
N

mining income. Obviously, education has a big connection with other variables

that are crUci ,..y. important in making some impact on the income 'of parents:

Social class and position, health, race, and intelligence.
6

FurtheiAore,

;--'
employers tend to use educational attainment as represented by,such items as

diplomas; degrees-or years .spent in school as a proxy for desirable traits

..such as ability, .knoyledge and Tmbition, traits that people with less formal
o

L education have-on large scale. In some, cases, employers are likely to use
, .. .

educational attainment as.a job rationing device to weed out applicants and

4

V

vel

13



simplify the, hiring procesS during the prolonged per

slack, recessions, .and depressions.

In such instances as the aboie one can realize that it is the

distribution-of education that influences the allocation of jobs in an

11.

economic

economy, For some people more education will not necessarily mean more

jobs, it may only mean,a different distribution Of jobs. Further educa-:

Lion for many may not change the situation if it does not change the ls-

. .

tribuEion. The impact of edUdation on income may perhaps be exaggerated,

but this does riot mean that education is not crucially important.' Soille--°

times lack of format education may not be the ultimaty cause of poverty.

Education is a social rather than aerivate good in many countries. For

th reason-its distribution and amount are affected by government policy.

.

If overnment policy makes, for an uneven distribution of educational

benefits, and ifrOat uneven distribution causes unequal incbncs or even

to poverty, we can attribute inequality of incom partly to public policy.

Seligman has pointed out that it may be true that children who,

, come frai poverty stricken homes lack t e motivation to learn that others

have, and their parents may fail, to encoura and infuse into them the

spirit. and a desire for learning. In such a case, even if society provides

what appears, to be equal educational, opportunity for all, the performance
I

of such children in school will be inferior. The econaMist, Carroll, has

also indicated) that educational preferences, desires, and motivations can

be endogenous, that is caused,by poverty and characteristics associated

: 1-with poverty. Nevertheless, he acquisitior,of a good formal echlation,1

one of the strategies in the fight against poverty.

0

. 14



Economic. Systems
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. 12.

There are four popular e \Cmic system# suchasicapitalism----
--- ',...._

.

socialism, communism, and fascism.,, thing should_b- noted here, andS'---.
,-

that is that ehgre are widely held theories which attribute poverty and
A

other social ills, such as imperialism, militariSm, and unemployment to

.bne or the other economic system:-
4

Many people in America have aseribed poverty in this country to

_tie economic syste which is'eapitalism. Some argue that this system pos-
.

sesses most .of the traits that cause alarge number' of citizens- to be .poor.

or example, they argue that the rfiris'face competition "from others, 'the

'
- . 4

etp1qyees face 'competition framiothec.s., and' each capitalist faces cbmpe-
"

tition om many'oth .capitSliste. Dale pointed out that the-ultimate°

economic sancions
/

o.. poor peirformance are*husiness failnres, the.loss of
?

, ,

one's job, the 'co..Lc.pse-of:St,Ci4R.:values and others. Iassersanctions,in-
1/24,, . ,.._

elude deckeasing 11'iefits'ages or frequent lay -offs and market losses.
. ,e ,\.

.

.. " 0
The capithlist systat-danedS upon these sanctions for the effective func-

K,

of the systcli,.i . -.\ -,---7-
,

.

.,7, A
. ,

. , ,....-1,,

In actuali?-no one economic system single-handedly thusee

:\
chrOnic poverty, inut many aspects of econotic systems are quite .important

in, determining the.lielihood and eatures of poverty.

Summary,
A

.

.

a

The incideli;:e of ito'v can be seen to be highest among the'

.

rain ority greups e:-,-pec y the Blacks because discrimination has 'made. them

_,--'
.

.
- . +(

!

,,,:to have hhd, esti access to the means for the accumulation of wealth, and

.

,
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least opportunity to acquire title to and to work with accumulai,ng physi-

cal capital. Sharecropping, trade unions, the United StatesPepartment of

Agriculture, and the American School,System have, 11 Placed obstacles be-,

itween capital and the members of particular minor y groups, especially

the Blacks."

The original state-of human beings was poverty. People 'Could

leave such stay by acquiring capital, either accumulating wealth through

learning or physical capital by developing land or constructing buildings
V

and machines. Some of the conditions that prevent acquisition of capital

by blacks are the samefactors that prevent acquisition of capital, human

and physical, by the white dominant group. The only factor in this in-

stance which does not apply to the dominant group is liisCrimination. The

factors incltfde the following: inadequatecvrenatal and obstotrical care,

malnutrition, inadequate knowledge of learning and work opportunities,

inadequate education and training, and insufficient aggregate demand.

Blacks are special in that these factors inhibit their capital accumulation

espeCially severely. To reiterate,lin addition Blacks have_been and are

objects of discriiination that exclude them from learning andftom work

that would utilize theit ability. On the whole, discrimination, by Ad6ricals

\Fhite majority has scared the self-image of many members of the Black race,

azid has thereby restricted 'their belief in the possibility 'of and their

interest in reaching for success in the national economic activities.

Consequences of'Poverty ** Black Youth
-

Thete have been series'of research which have attempted to suppo

the idea that growing up in dilapidated overcrowded homes, and crime and

disease ridden neighborhoods cause a,child to (a) accept these environmental
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features as part'of thi normal order of things, (b),to become demoralized, ,

4 4,

and (a) to rebel against these features of his environment.'.

Theyouths,frOm:pOverty-stricken families are deprived of the
)04

broad range of eivetiences which are .available ta
/
youths from higher -in-

comefamilieS. 'Their limited imagexy of the world makes it harder for

s

them to succeed in one ,af' the most important stepping stones to better

endeavors,ihe Many of the poor Black families are not in a pAi-

oprovidetion to the youths with these experiences and widened images be-
_

cause of their own limitations. They seem to be' unaware of the benefits

of all these necessary experiences and'the value system centering in the

institutions of education of'dkfferent

_Harold Sheppard, describ

4 .4
sf;

ng this situation furthe,,' had this to

say, "Placement at hii% school into one of three or four curriculums marks

''- the final casting of.the die for the student's entire future'life. If a

Black youth is placed on vocational education track - say, sometime between

the ages of twelve and fourteen - he will have zero probabilities of qugti-

fying for college, if indeed'he 4as had developed in him any interest in

college attendance, at, all. "8 ,.

It is an obvious fact that itiiik just `'a verx,insignfficant number
'

`

Axf the Black youths dhcrtheir parents in,this category that-make the import-

ant decisions in this area. The educati' system usually makes'these

eisiors forPthem. The popr Black fpmilies:remain extremely unaware of or

sometimes, indifferent ahoueeducational matters or, maybe, fley arefear-

ful .of tPe bureaucratic settling of
6
the

,

school atmosphere, and very often,

abiding by the decision ofhe school.

,

le

wt
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The incidence of ria s culture. of Poverty in the black ghetto

cixibe seen whep one looks at the hard-Core poverty of the average black

young adult job *Corps enrollees Their reading and mathematics achieve-

ment is below thatoffourth g de level. 'Over eighty per cent have not

;

- perfiapsseen,a physician orOent s inten,years. Most Of the Black youths

experience broken tioe effects. The head of the household from which some

of them come-experiefices untmpl yment. The family may be on public relief.
. -

They live in sub-standard-housing. The youths are as a result requested

o to leave school So as to taYe up menial jobs in ortles-to assist in support-
,

.
ing the family-. Both parents often times have less than eighth grade

educltion.9

As the remarks ma0e above are to some-extent roprethentative of
so

_,' life-styles in the black community, it is certainly true Aal the-notion

'
of mass culture of povert5, has application. There is no-mass culture of

.poverty' for the United States a whole. fact,tnere is in the

-all means, boast of a pass cultureU.S. certain black areas Ai
. .

-4,,,
. ,

of wealth. On the- other hand,:;,;i;t1G Auld. even be justifiably. claimed that
. .

.

1- .. . ..

in some= cases the conditions of 1 in Some Black pettos are highly prt, 4
.

bearable in this 20th century.
. .

Seligman has pointed'out that upper-class experience prOvidei

students with a need for personanchievementthat is expressed in .their
.Tst

.
,

.0
constant search for success=, teaching them from faced4nfany to facth new

situation aggressively and to overcome it.
.

to the best of ther'ability.

When they take a test; whether the subject is'aritfimetic,or general Intel-
,
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ligence, they ;a-Ally try to do their best on it, for their ego ison

trial. For this, reason they must make good and they generally do,

On other hand, the lowest class adolescent has been subjected

to kfamily and Class culture in which failure, worry, and frustration are

' common. He has not been trained at home to do his best in school. His

parents have not ingrained in him the idea that he must make good grades

if he is to be a success, in lif5. Moreover the class system as it func-

tions in the school does not help hith to overcome the poor training he

has received at home and in thesneighborhood.

As Silberman pointed out, youngsters from poor families lack

the sense of auditory diScrimination, that is the ability to dis;inguish

seemingly minor but crucial differences in sounds. This is an ability

(-,
that is vital to successful reading achievement. 'It is possible_that

-,

livingAimicwo rooms
...

with six or more people forces the child to learn howippr .

not to listen. Ile therebq fails to acquire an ability to distinguishbe

tween relevant and irrelevant noises. In the classroom, which is usually

filled with more children in slum sdhools than in other neighborh9cd

schools, he often hears only a package ilifjuzzy sounds, especially'if

outside traffic is alsci added to the auditory environment.

(

Perhaps more important, the poverty family child doe not have

the fortune of having adults correct his pronunciation. Often
//

is a

natterof havidg ng, adulti,whatsoever during most of Mb waking hours.

And when we come to the southern rural migrant to the northern urban areas,

his problems get aggravated further the fact that the phonic system of

the language he speaks is quite different from the system of the language

which the teacher speaks and which the ireading primers use. Coming.from

s

0'.
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a nonverbal,household, the child seldom hears several lengthy sentences

spoken consecutively. On the other hand the teacher is likely to -talk,

on and on for.several sentences. For the poverty-family child, this might

as well be another language. And really, it is another.language.

Wilfred DaVid emphasizing the'abovepoint said, "On a more subtle

level, the absence of,'or limitations in, a verbal environment, can mean a

limited perception, and image of the world. Objects in the environment,

even including the self as an object come to have an existenc"in behavior

and thinking to the extent -that the individual in large part learns names

for them."1°

Along with the langirage,handicap, poverty children become poorly

motivated, essentially because they rarely experib.nce any reward or puni
r--

ment in the' family for success or failure in school. If there isabso-

lutely, no mechanism for prompting children to gain and sustain academic

interest, and achievement, the school system as it is structured cannot N

succeed very well. In contrast to such middle-class phenomena as pre-,

school books and reading encouragement by a parent; the poverty child,

usually does not even have books and pencils in his home environment.

t Finally, one of the most elegant statements concerning vicious

circles of poverty (lid appear in the 1964 Economic Report of the President

shortly after the rediscovery of American poverty thus,

/

A poor black.individual or family has a high probability
of staying poor. Hislow incomes carry with them high ,

risks of illness; limitations on mobility; limited acces
to education, information,and training. Poor parents
cannot give their children the opportunities for better
health and educationimeded to improve/their lot. Lack
of motivation, hope, and incentive is a more'subtle_but

2 0

\-4
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,/,no-less powerful barrier, than ladk of financial means.
Ibus the cruel legacy of poverty is passed from%partents
to children.11

r

According to Sheppard, education appehrs to be the mechanism fors upwhrd

mobility as well as for transmissiop of level of economic status from gen-

eration to gene"^ton. Education which was once depied the blacks affects

their earnings and their progress during their lifetime as well aye ed-
,

,ucation of their children. That is not just a matter of the Aqnisition,

of skills and training. Foresight and planning, which are essential to _

getting head and assuring the education of people's children are affected

by formal education as well as by the attitudes and achievement motivation

of the head.12

This goes to reaffir m the saying that he who has the education

controls the minds and actions of the people. The white man who for

centuries embraced the western education in America, has dominated the

political,'ecOnomic, and social affairs, not only in America but in other

parts of the world.

Major Characteristics of Pove rty

'Most peoPke in'the world are poor. Most:of the
.

Americans'are
0. . / ...

.

not poor. of thee, people in the world are poor hecause they live in
4 ,

Y-, , , 4

those countries in wn4h per capita income is to lowthat'even an equal

4siribut,ion of.outpui41OUid leave everyone oor. This condition charac-
. .

tiriZes the world as awhole, since the "orld's total production is So
i

.-- ,

small relative to the world's 3.5 b llion people that an equal distribution
. ..\

. \
people in America'are not and most peoplewould leave everyone poor.

21
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in many other nations of the world are not poor b ause they live where

.per capita income is high. Nevertheless-, eve in those countries many

people are poor, not because their coup .per capita income is low, but ,

because of.their country's system dividing production among its resi-

dents.

Major Characteristics, of ,W S. and Otter Tovert4

Some economists feel that the Black community is an underdeveloped

economy, that in,any respects it is formally and structurally similar to

the economic of the present'underde4tloped countries and consequently they

share identical economic prdblems.

C.R. Winegarden wrote in an issue of the Review of Black Political

conomy: , "In a relative sense, black America may be designated as a less

deVeloped country. It displays, when compared with the surrounding white
.

population many of the classic symptoms of the less developed country syn-

,A

drome including low income per capita, inadequate levels of skill and edu-

cation, inferior conditions of health and well-being, scarcity of native

entrepreneurship, shortage of capital, and a chrocically high incidence of

. Y
unerployment and underemplqment. These and other negative elements int'erI

act generating the familiar vicious circles of such societies. Of course,,

there are deviations from the classic pattern, of which the most conspicu-

ous are:the geographic dispersion of the black people within an advanced

natign and their partial integration into the political and economic life.

NonetheleSs, the parallelism is so striking as to Suggest that it may be

analytically useful to think' of black.econemic problems in,developmentalT ,

terms and to employ certain of the concepts and tools that have been de,-

'wised for attacking undTei-- lopment. 4413

2"

La-
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William Tabb, in'his impoftant work on the Political Economy of

the Black Ghetto writes, "The Black,Ghetto is best Viewed frowthe per-.,

spective of development economics. In its relations from the dominant white

tociety, the black ghetto stands as a unit apart, an internal.colony ex-
t3

pioited:in a systematic fashion. There 'are limits to suCh'a parallel, but

it is helpful as an organizational construct. Through it, current policy

'alte'rnafives my be viewed in a more meaningful perspective than heretofore.

The black ghetto-is in many ways similar to that of the typical underde-
_

veloped,naEion."14

Unlike the Black ghettos, underdeveloped countries are national,
//

political, social, and geographic entities, removed and in many respects.

very different from countries such as the United States of America. This

kind of argument`puld be arswered easily. Even though it is evident that

thaZ1a6k,ghetto does,mot exist as a national unit it does exist as a

geographical,. econOtgic, and social unit with its own unique psycho-pathology.

In this context it can be argued that the Black ghetto is an economic entity

covered,by a glacier Of poverty, Not only has it been in existence for some

ws.

time, but there are some 163'of thede little economies scattered througho
,.

the length and breadth of the American economy.

, Just as Cross'pointed in his book; !Black Capitalism: "

fully apparent features of the ghetto economy are its'cono
T

low level Of prodUCtivity, and the poverty level of its
1

obvious' is the economic isolation of the ghetto, it
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from the normal American mainstream economy of which it is a tig, depend-
.

eht, and almost wholly owned subsidiary. Withinq e Kited Stated- there'

is a separate nation of the poor contai jig twice, many people as the

population of Canada. Among these,poor are four million'negro families,

of whichalmost"exactly one half have incomes under $3,000.0Q. Most of

them live in he country's 163 urban ghettos."15.

Kenneth Clark made an identicgfp:int, but-much more incisively.

He refers to the invisible wall separating the ghetto from the mainstream

economy: "Ghetto was the name for the Jewish quarter in sixteenth century

Venice. Later it came to mean anysection,of a city to whiphJews werel

confined. AmeriC1 has contributed to tive concept of the ghetto the restric-

tion of persons to a special area And the'limiting of their freedom of

choice onthe *s of skin color. The dark ghetto's invisible walls ve
4..

been erected by white society, by thoSe who have power, ,both to confine

those who have no per Ltd to perpetuate their powerlessness. ifte dark

LL i

ghattOs are s cial, political, educational and above all economik'colonies.

Their inhabitants are subject peoples, viciims of the greed:cruelty,

insensitivity, guilt and fear of their masters."16
4

The underdeveldped countries are characterized by a mass culture

of poverty whereas the poverty characteristics of the Black ghetto are

different in Vite and inform. In other words, the average inhabitgnt of

the ghetto actually and potentially, operates at a much more sophistica

level than his counterpart in the developed countries' economy. As a r"Opi

Y

24
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suit, ,threfore, two different and distinct situations are betng dealt widh.///

here. For instance, Kenneth Parsons expressed, "The differences in 'the

two type situatior& of the United StateS and the underdeveloped countries

are obvious and even formidable. The United States is a highly developed

country with a long history,of growth, scientific' and technological achieve-

meat, a remarkable system of production and firmly establishedtristi-tations----

t
and public'praceduret. The underdeveloped countries are in varying degrees

6

in the early stages of modernization and even of nationhbod. The propor-
,ts.

tions of the poor are different and, however severe the plight of the
o

.popr may be in the Unted/States, the poverty-stricken in the United States

are only beginning to bea drag on the. total system of state and economy,

as is characteristic of the poorer underdeveloped countries, where the

poverty of the many weighs down the whole syttem.0-7

There are certain dissimilarities between the types of- poverty

that are in the United States of America and the less developed countries,

but one's total view depends on one's perception of the realities involved.

First of all, it is quite true that the United States is a highly developed

country with a long history of growth, scientific and technological achieve-

ment, and a remarkable system of production, and-firmly established insti-

tutions and. public procedures. This is absOlutely true about the white

American mainstream economy, but it is certainly false about the large

number of black ghettos. the point is that one should caMpare like with

like. The structural characteristics of the black ghetto reflect the

%exact opposite of the features depicted by Parsons. In this context it

can be truthfully said about the black ghetto economy, that it has had a

25
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tf
long'history of backwardness, marginal growth, if any, no scientific and

.
, . , ... .

. . 4A . -
,

technological achievement, a primitive systenfi o.P * pnroduction .no fily.. ..
. .. . .

.

established economic institutions or public procedures., Furthermdre, even

where such institutions- or prodedutet exist, they are totally, dysfunctional
,.. ,

to the needs -and problemS of the ghetto. This is because, as, iri the ease. ...
, s -

. .

of the lesa;developed economy., they have beA..rt 'totally transplanted from the
, ,.

mainstream American metropolis' to the ghdtto periphery, and without mai-
i .

lications.
, . t -':

The'next point concerns the petcertage of the' or in the black

ghetto
.

and the tinderclevetopect:countrles.' this depends .on one'S own
..

petteptIon of -the pro . Froin the autfl,k9,:' point of :view 'it 'can,,,,be

argued that ere

To,

n: the bi-

of .p

t e American

es exist' 4, s culture of poverty iii the black ghetto'..

`4-11

extent that :the-above, remarks are representative .lifestyles.
,

ghettos, it is certainly true, that the notion of mass culture

erty., s)pliCaticta, There may not be': 7ii;ss- cuitUre of poi,rery, for
'

, , 7z, .,
economy as whole, that is in di.;:k:ggregat. terms. It 'could

even be justifiably claimed that some.

ghettos are even worse- than, In Sote aevelOpi

cases the conclitioAs of +lift
.
ountries. 4'

.
. .

Again, the two situations dan be compared and analyzed by, ief-

er,ence to some cbncept,of a poverty threshold. Within the entire tnderde-
.,

veloPed siEuation, there are many. poverty thresholds or.piedteaus. Some

# 1.

. , .. ,underdeveloped peoples' live and exist at .higbe-r or lower 1 'yelp thari others._. ,

'
. . ....' . ,, ..-: .-v.Y , .. . -

,.--- (,Whil* It is perhaps true that the black ghetto int .bitant exists on
, .

a loweriplyerty threshold than the average iltabitant of t '4, less. devis,loped
. ,

countiy;, the fact remains that both-types of individuals. acre poor.; It, is
- -, .

jtist a matter 'of' degree. Formally the argument may be' reduced to ,saying.
, , . .. -

that if one take's the class of underdevelopa, coin,, ries in terms of standards

/
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of riving andeconomic opportuaties,sonc of these economies are further

s *.

along, the development road than others. For example, while countries like

Argentina, Venezuela, Nigeria, Ghana, Trinidad may be considered at a
:

.

- . . .

1
6.. . -' t ,

immedi ate stage of development, some countries in AFricaand tibia may be
. ,

further black in the development race. All these countries are formally in

''' the same boat. The black ghetto economy is somewhere in this spectrum.

Some black ghettos ax at_the top of the poverty spectrum, others at an

.nterme4jiate s ge, while others are the bottom ;-f-Lthe threshold.

The fact that 'the poor in the United States-are-only beginning to

* be a. drag on the total economic system does not mean that the problem is not

-as real as_in the third world' countries: As pointed out earlier, the prob-

e

lem has existed for-a long time, but to some extent it is beginning to be

thought out of existence, a veritable case of intellectual and psychological

neglect. As long asthe black ghetto dwellers remain powerless in terms

described. by Kenneth Clark, then American society in general could behave'

4,--4...1.ap if their problem' did not exist. _As long as the mainstream American

economy remains relatively powerful in economicterms, thdh it could be

assumed that the black economic situation is not a drag on the overall

economy. The point is, however, that the hopes and aspirations of the

biack poor are no less intensive because of this fact.

In conclusion, the most important point emerging from an eXamina-

tion of parson's' remark is that; one mu-at attePP'tto,campare like wi.th_like,

. .

that is the ghetto economy with other third world countries' economics, and

not with the mainstream "Anericaneconony in terms of its evelOpments_and

Y
---

achievements. Such a comparison tends to convey the impressian, that the----:---- ,...,

American economy is homogeneoUs in structure. The American economy, like

the typical underdeveloped economy is a 'dual economy. with modern and sub-
,

27
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sister sectors existing side by side. ProductiOn and technological and

ther dthievements alluded to by Parsons really refers to the modern or

white sectors of the,economy, but the ghetto economy is more like the sub-
.,

sistence sector.

It could perhaps be said that although there is no separate black

.

nation in the United State's illota political sense, a growing black conscious-

ness ha's developed over the past few years which continuously impels the

black poor to exhort their leaders and the reieoflmerican society to prq-

vide them with the. better things of life.

Approaches to Eliminate Pbverty

There are fivtinter7related policies which act. to reduce poverty.

These are income maintenance programs, investments in human res9ptces, pro-

motion of general economic exfansion, prograts of area and'regional deVelop-

...

meat aridpro on of equality of opportunity=

As has'been 'outlined above, human rivestment, general economic

: : . . .... . ,

expand' on, area prcvsms aftd,the promotion of equal opportunity for all
?

%
4

--
are all prtant-in America's drive to-eliminate PeNgrty among Blacks.

4- , ..
,(. .

- .___
-____

s'e

The significaive of this variable points to past and resent discrimination
,

. A

/as an important
%
'Cause of American problem of poverty. If there were an end

to JO) discriminati4 and if general economic expa sion improves Blacks' job

opportunities, the equ& ion indicates that poverty in the U.S. would have

been redu

General economic expansion alone will not eliminate ttig gap be-
)

tween whites and Black median incomes. With high unemployment and fewer job

opportunites, Blacks found jobs increasingly scarce and increases in their

median income fell behind that of the whitgs. From 1952-1963, the ratio

of blacks to white mediati incomes fell from 56.8 to 52.9 per cent. During.

ofFr .

every recession in the postwar period, the ratio has dropped very sharply.

_28
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T
Blacks have less seniority; (lithe average and are particularly affected in

tines of elay-offs. ,,The rapid expansion of 1964 4-albost lestored-the earlier
,

peak levels, and 1965 probably did 'bring further gains to the, blacks. In

this way, a rise of national income raises Black incomes more than propor-

tionately narrowing the black-white income gap. Income maintenance, an

V .

investment, and general economic expansion are the most importa ,neans'
----- .,,

for eliminating poverty owing to the lack of a wage earne "deperallcon-

omit expansion will draw some individuals into.the I /force, but there

4

..-.

also has. to be a heavy reliance on income redis ibution to reduce poverty.
. .

. ..
N .4,4.

, For the old, the sick,'and those who have her incapacities, poverty cim,,..
. .

only be eliminated by welfare prOgr s. The federal -state,public assist-

ance program is the largest single n against want anddeprivation

al and- ical o.for needy families who have no praerbs

assistance was provided for 'in fiscal 1966 to about 8 m ion poor

zens.18

IP. The federal -state vocational rehabilitatio 'program is designed ,

\:
to restore very indivLduals to employability. 0th= _federal-programs

,

`such as unemployment insurance and old age insurance are ma crfactors i

apolicy of income maintenance. It is sated -fit bti.of these ainents go

to Otilies above the poverty line, but they are also'inportani so rces of

income for many families in poverty.

t- 1
,

/4
Investment in human resources through education is one of the

most effective ways of reducing the rut ncidence of pove e im-

pact which_educalSTsupposed to make in solving the problems of
___.--------

is dependent upon asufficienAy rapid economic expansion to ,generate jobs

for our more highly-educated labor force.

1
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There is the need for both a strong school system for the young

and a strong training system for individuals who are beyond school age.

Investmalt of wealth is a means of creating more wealth. Investments-iri
. N\

human capital concentrate resources on making the poor pore self-sufficient

and productive: schooling, job training, health care, and various techniques,

of fitting them into the jib market'.

' Transfer payments provide cash to the poor and to other groupg in

the society. These payments include negative income tax, fatherlessness

insurance, children's allowances:guaranteed income, and various cash sub-

sidies. They are a means of redistributing income,butside the market place.

The author submits that cash transfers to the poor could be provided in a

way that promotes self-respect, and perpetuaiesthemyth that like the

farmer or subsidized industry are actually helping the country by accepting

"40e money., Transfers have been made to emphasize a way of building ,up and

assu n
total income, instead,of,the 19301-sa emphasis .on replacing income

lost bec of illness, unemployment,
oaccident or old age.

N

D.S. public policy has been biased against the use of transfer

payments to reduce pOverty. Peop erroneously fei that guaranteed in-

---
come for the poor ifiCreases,shiftless

-

SubsidY-payments to farmers

to the moral fiber of their te,c1

concerned with whether-the poor get enough

`try did.

immorality, nd

rouse few doubts out the danger

c assistance. pro rams seem less

the harm it might do them if

------_.....-

N Rehabilitation approch concent tes on chan ing people usually by

,
N\ / . :

\
N\

,
piYcholOgical menas, to restore social function g. It ran es from guidanceN .

a----------,-
,

ndand-counseling, through'casework, to psychotherapy d psychOn sia. Re-

habilitation hopeg-to vercome poverty by oereoltin

disorgan4ation afid deviancy.

30
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.

thepaitic4atian,approach includes thoseactivities that try to

. i
.

.

.
.

overcome many of the psOho/ogical and social effects of poverty by. giving
.

,

, .., . 1

the poor people,a stake in society and a chahce to affect their own destin-
.

,.

les. As AlatiHaber pointed oit, "American poverty, while it involves Con-

.

-
. ....-

siderable physical hardship, /is primaril social poverty: ',It isolates the

28.-

r
0.. .. .f

individual from the social mainitream deni4 him the respect and Status of

.\' ,

',

d A

k st

'the respecidblemeMbers:lif the society, and excludes him:from mdhility oppor-

. -
_ . - .- .

.

., . . . . ,

. _

'tunities into positi of social-worth."19 Really,, economic deprivation is
or:o

..t ., .

funde.lentally a pc:I:I:ace' problem, and power will,be.required'to solve it.

'
..

Another approach known as th* eco omic Measures concerns. itself

with reducing pover,t,yt by' using ,the, dribbld-dowi:e Concept. If lirodyction in

:-1an economy- stimulated, and the country progpers at the' top, dome of the

benefits'uill also.dribble down to the poor.. Another approach, favors bubbling

up the poor into the economic mainstream by programs designed directly to

b,nefit thch,Suchss:new jobs, more
lowEhill jcbs,minimum wages add so on.

.4,

The fital'appreach called Amenities which concern themselves-with

'' '7:4N%
'..

-
.

.4,' Th
supplying services.ti at strengthdn and enrich the quality of life, that

1

directly modify trite environment of the poor. They serve as increments to ,'

,z , . .

I.

personal and family welfare, whether as household help, child care fackli-

,

.

ties or infdr*tion. centres.
-, ./

. -
.

.
_

.

To su.%arize, the different strategieS can be conceived of as\I
attempts to chance egvironment, amenities, to .change occupational chances,

investment,' to change the pattern of claiMs 'on ndopt distributed outside

the market, transfer, to. change people, rehcbi itation;*to change the distri-

4 .

bution ot, poWer, participation and finally,-to change the performance Of'

the economic, system, economic measures. ,

31.
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29.

Thd war on po4erty, with its great emphasis on attacking the causes

of-Poverty, is a bold, newundertaking public sand private agencies. It

rE:fIects-a renewed concern with .the achievement of a fair distributfon'of

income, a concern based not on envy but on compassion. If combined with

cenerallecor;:omic policies to create job oppertunitiesand with inc eased

opportunities and with increased equality of opportunity,, the new'invest-

.e

ments.in human resources' should yield a handsome and satisfying return to

society. Eoever, these pagram: cannot reachall familiei in poverty, and

itlevit4ly contTilhe'to b,a a considerable reliance on programs

of income maintenance as kell.

l
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